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What do you like to do when you’re not at school?
Watch Telly and play art, do art I mean. And play doctors
What are your favourite games?
Doctors, beanie kid games and Barbie.
What’s your favourite book?
Good Baby, bad baby. The baby is very bad and draws on walls and get sin lots of trouble
and good baby is very good. But they’re not different babies it’s the same baby, but good
baby wakes up bad baby.
Where do you visit a lot?
School, Oma’s, the swimming pool, Coles. We used to go to the library but we don’t go there
much now.
What kinds of movies and TV shows do you like? What do you watch with your family?
Scooby Doo, I like Velma. Not really we don’t normally watch movies together only when my
friends come over, like tonight we’re going to watch Alvin and the chipmunks.
What places have you visited?
On Holidays? Oma’s house, Paris, Old Opa’s (means great grandfathers home in Holland),
Queensland
Who do you play with at home? What sort of things do you play with them? Do you play
with anyone else?
Sassie [cat], we play fetch and chasie. My friends when they come over. Sometimes we play
in the playroom or on the trampoline or watch a movie.
Do you know what a technology is, it’s things like mobile phones, wii, ipod, computers,
playstation, iPads and ereaders. Can you think of any other ones we might read or write
with? Do you use any of these?
A car. A clock. At school we have laptops we use sometimes for word games. I use my DS. I
don’t have a mobile phone. My mum uses a iPad I sometimes use it. Mummy and Daddy use
computers for working but I don’t have one yet.

What do you do with them? What have you learnt from doing this?
I readed on my iPad that if the giraffe is very healthy he will have a baby. If you have a
healthy body you’ll grow up and have a nice healthy baby. I learnt that Scooby Doo can talk
and say weird things like run grasshoppers. On my DS game.
What do you like best at school?
My friends. Playing in the playground and reading books with the teacher.
What do you not so much like at school?
Alice, one of my friends she’s a bit mean to me. Writing! Writing in sentences, you have to
write 2 whole pages and *Mrs X+ says it has to be on the line and it takes ages now we’re not
Prep. It’s two whole pages before we have snack. I’m not very good at it, I get lots of words
wrong.

